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INFORMATION ABOUT T CELLS 

¡ T cells: Are cells that are part of the immune system, fighting autoimmune 
and inflammatory diseases. 

¡ There are three different kinds:

¡ Cytotoxic (CD8+ T cells)

¡ Helper (CD4+ T cells)

¡ Regulatory (CD25+ T cells)

¡ They originate from bone marrow and are further developed in the Thymus. 

¡ All the kinds of T cells play an important role in fighting foreign substances. 
If one is not working properly it can cause your body to have unfunctional 
immunity. 





ACTIVATION OF T CELLS

¡ For a T cell to work it must be activated. The activation process includes:
¡ They must first find their specific antigen, which they then bind to the 

surface of an antigen-presenting cells.
¡ The Helper and Cytotoxic T cells then start helping by forming an MHC 

complex (a group of genes that code for proteins found on the surfaces of 
cells that help the immune system recognize foreign substances). 

¡ Finally, to become fully activated, Helper and Cytotoxic T cells need a 
secondary signal from molecules, such as CD28 to work and protect from 
immunity threats. 



On the left a Cytotoxic T Cell, recognizing the antigens on the right cell that has been invaded with a virus, it binds to kill the 
infected cell. 



INTRODUCTION OF THE TGN1412 VACCINE  

¡ The idea of the TGN 1412 vaccine was developed in Germany by  Professor 
Thomas Hünig. 

¡ The original idea for the vaccine was to fight autoimmune diseases such as, 
rheumatoid arthritis and B-cell chronic leukemia, in a therapeutic way.  

¡ It was unlike any other medications or vaccinations for autoimmune 
diseases because it was a special type of T cell stimulation that used the 
activating signal mostly through CD28 rather than the T cell Receptor. 



DEVELOPMENT OF THE VACCINE 

¡ The scientists firstly identified CD28 antibodies capable of activating T cells 
through mouse hybridomas. 

¡ Next, they located a section of these antibodies that are capable of T cell 
activation regardless of the signal received from the T cell receptor. 

¡ They then gave them a name, CD28 superagonists. These antibodies only differed 
from the normal CD28 antibodies because they used a different epitope binding 
area. The normal binding spot is located at the top of the CD28 molecule, while 
they CD28 superagonists need an intact CD28 C”D loop for it to bind.

¡ The superagonistic anti-human CD28 monoclonal antibody was produced by 
humanizing a mouse gene. The thought behind it was that the CD28 co-
stimulatory receptor in mice is also expressed on 80% of human T cells. 



DEVELOPMENT OF THE VACCINE CONTINUED 

¡ Finally, after all these observations and experimenting, TGN1412 was developed by 
transferring complement-determining regions from multiple and variable areas of 
heavy/light chains of monoclonal of anti-mouse CD28 antibody into a human 
heavy/light chain variable regions antibody construct. 

¡ Note about heavy and light chains: There are two different kinds of polypeptide 
chains. One, of approximately 8.3 grams, is termed the heavy or H chain, and the 
other, of 4.2 grams is termed the light or L chain. 

¡ They completed the TGN1412 vaccine, by transferring from complement, variable, 
and multiple areas in heavy and light chains of monoclonal anti-mouse CD28 
antibodies into a human heavy and light chain variable antibody construct. 

¡ Overall, to avoid any problems with toxicity related to immunogenicity and effective 
functioning of the antibody from the mouse gene they humanized the antibody and 
named it TGN1412. 



Mouse CD28 Anti-Human 
Antibody

Human CD28 Antibody. 
Located on 2nd Chromosome. 



IN VITRO EVALUATIONS IN HUMAN AND NON-HUMAN 
CELLS

¡ The scientists determined that the best species to test the vaccine on would 
be Cynomolgus Macaques because they bind with a high affinity to a 6 amino 
acid epitope on an extracellular loop of the CD28 molecule. This binding is 
completely conserved between macaques and man. 

¡ Furthermore, expression levels of CD28 molecules between the two different 
types of T cells did not differ and the T cell ratios are comparable. 

¡ They do, however, differ in transmembrane by 3 amino acids which could 
have altered the signal transduction. 

¡ One of the reasons it could have not worked is because the Macaque upon 
further investigation did not show the same strong reaction did following 
TGN1412 binding. 



IN VITRO EVALUATIONS IN HUMAN AND NON-HUMAN CELLS
CONTINUED 

¡ TGN1412 was able to cause the rapid proliferation of T cells in absence of 
stimuli from the T Cell Receptor. 

¡ They found this promising because the CD28 antibody did not cause a 
reaction in the incubation of health human T cells.  

¡ Given the positive reaction in both T cells from non-human primates and 
healthy donors, scientists were almost sure it was going to work in their 
human subjects. 



IN VIVO STUDIES
CLINICAL TRIAL ON NON-HUMAN PRIMATES  

¡ The dosage of the vaccines ranged from five to fifty mg/kg (or milligrams for each kilogram of 
body weight). 

¡ Before the first clinical trial in real human participants, they tested it on Cynomolgus monkeys 
were chosen to complete a clinical trial on. 

¡ Plasma half-life was found to be 8 hours. Half-life is the amount of time the plasma 
concentration of the drug reduces to half its original value. However, this was expected because 
most large body protein molecules, such as antibodies take this long. 

¡ They found that regardless of increasing the dosage four times, while the plasma 
concentrations peaked each time, there was only one instance of increase in T cell numbers. 

¡ The reason being the expansion of T cells in TGN1412 is dependent on the number of T cells 
and kinetics of the CD28 co-stimulatory receptor.  



IN VIVO STUDIES
CLINICAL TRIAL ON NON-HUMAN PRIMATES CONTINUED

¡ Determined to find answers, they started a repeat dose pilot study. 

¡ They kept the same species of monkeys, however the increased the dosage from 
five to fifty mg/mL (or milligrams per millimeters) with no adverse reactions. 

¡ They even observed an increase of Helper and Cytotoxic T cells after thirteen days 
of the initial dose. 

¡ Once again, they did not observe any kind of adverse reactions that the patients 
did in the first human clinical trial. Thus, it granted them the go ahead to start 
human clinical trials. 



HUMAN CLINICAL TRIAL

¡ For the human clinical trial, they chose to use healthy human participants 
for immunological safety precautions. Also, the healthy subjects would 
exclude effects of other medications that normal diseased patients have 
and exclude the effects of functional or dysfunctional activation of T cells 
due to a prior health condition. 

¡ Tests were run on non-human primates that showed the dosage calculation 
of 50 milligrams per kilogram every week for four weeks was found safe. 

¡ Given the FDA guidelines of “Minimal Anticipated Biological Effect Level” and 
the Safety Criteria they decided to give a dose of .1 milligrams per kilogram 
in the double-blind randomized phase one clinical trial. 



HUMAN CLINICAL TRIAL CONTINUED 
¡ Eight healthy participants received the vaccine. However, those that received the drug within ten minutes 

of each other reported increasing severe cytokine release storm (a massive and uncontrolled release of 
proinflammatory cytokines) in one hour. They were sent to the ICU. It left one patient dead and the others 
with lifelong damage. 

¡ Note: Cytokines are signaling proteins produced after cellular activation. They act as regulators which 
control the functions of individual cells, and regulate processes taking place under normal, 
developmental and pathological conditions

¡ The symptoms of TGN1412 included
¡ Headaches
¡ Chills
¡ Vomiting 
¡ Fever
¡ Severe pain
¡ Shortness of breath
¡ Swollen tissue
¡ Dropping blood pressure 
¡ Multiple Organ Failure 





BIOSAFETY AND THE LESSONS SCIENTISTS HAVE 
LEARNED

¡ There is now a more rigorous and structured approach to pre-clinical 
experiments that is free from pressures. 

¡ In response to this clinical trial, there is a mandate that states any first-in-man 
trials of a biologic that targets the immune system will not be authorized without 
receiving an additional expert opinion on whether a cytokine storm is likely to be 
caused. 

¡ There now should be sharing of pre-clinical safety data between regulatory 
groups and open communication between product developers and regulators. 

¡ A broader approach to dosage calculation is also recommended. 
¡ Biosafety in our pharmaceutical industry must be held to a high standard before 

letting vaccines and drugs go to human clinical trials. Thus, TGN1412 helped 
scientists around the world put in place more regulations to keep their 
participants safe. 
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